Pressing Soccer Drills
Eventually, you will very discover a new experience and carrying
out by spending more cash. yet when? realize you assume that
you require to get those every needs later than having
significantly cash? Why dont you attempt to acquire something
basic in the beginning? Thats something that will guide you to
understand even more vis--vis the globe, experience, some places,
taking into consideration history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your agreed own time to work reviewing habit. along with
guides you could enjoy now is pressing soccer drills below.

Soccer IQ - Dan Blank 2012
An Amazon #1 Best-Seller!
Named the #1 Soccer Book by
Football.com. Named a Top 5
Book of the Year by the NSCAA
Soccer Journal! Soccer iQ is
the first book for soccer
PLAYERS! In a world saturated
with books about how to coach
soccer, Dan Blank finally gives
players a book on how to think
it. Standing on two decades of
collegiate coaching experience,
Blank has catalogued soccer's
most common mistakes and
provides simple, connect-thedots solutions to help players
solve their soccer problems.
pressing-soccer-drills

Soccer IQ is soccer's first text
book for players; an almanac of
smarter soccer decisions
intended to flatten out the
learning curve. It covers
everything from hunting
rebounds to the value of the
toe-ball; from playing in the
rain to the world's dumbest
foul. Blank tells his story from
the familiar and humorous
voice of a coach who has
endured years of stress at the
hands of his players. Written in
plain-spoken language, Soccer
IQ is an easy read and a quickfix to the most common yet
critically important soccer
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problems. Includes a bonus
chapter on the college
recruiting process. " Finally
someone wrote this book! If
every soccer player read
Soccer IQ, every coach would
be a lot happier." Mark Francis
- Head Coach University of
Kansas "Dan Blank has just
written soccer's first definitive
text book." Colin Carmichael Head Coach Oklahoma State
University "This book has
immediately become required
reading for my team. I'll take
30 copies." Steve Nugent Head Coach UNC-Greensboro
"Soccer IQ may the best
practical soccer book I have
ever read. There's no fluff. Just
nuts and bolts principles that
we teach every day. It'll solve a
lot of your soccer problems."
Steve Holeman - Head Coach
University of Georgia
All About Pressing in Soccer
- Laco Borbely 2018-10-01
All About Pressing in Soccer
provides a detailed look at the
history, theory, and practice of
pressing in soccer. With this
comprehensive resource, the
coach and player will improve
their understanding of game
pressing-soccer-drills

tactics, making them stronger
and more successful as a coach
or player. In today's fast-paced
game, when a team loses
possession of the ball, it does
not wait for its opponent's
offensive tactics to begin.
Instead, the defensive team
limits the spatial aspects of
their opponent's game through
directed resistance—or,
pressure—which immediately
limits the offense's options.
Beginning with a look at the
history of pressing, you will
gain background knowledge
crucial for understanding the
theory behind pressing, which
is presented in the second part
of the book. Once you
understand the why and the
how of pressing, you will be
able to use the practical
techniques and drills presented
in the third section. With this
book, you, whether a coach or
a player, will have all the tools
needed to implement a strong
pressing tactic in the game,
giving you that necessary edge
over your opponents.
Jurgen Klopp's Defending
Tactics - Tactical Analysis and
Sessions from Borussia
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Dortmund's 4-2-3-1
Athanasios Terzis 2015-01-13
Borussia Dortmund are a very
successful team that focus on
high tempo pressing,
preventing through balls and
preparing for the transition
from attack to defence. Jurgen
Klopp has led his Borussia
Dortmund team to two
Bundesliga titles, one German
cup and the Champions League
final in 2013. Athanasios Terzis
is a UEFA 'B' licence coach and
has provided a full and
extensive analysis of Jurgen
Klopp's Borussia Dortmund
team. This tactical blueprint is
explained clearly with
supporting diagrams, notes and
detailed descriptions. This
analysis has been used to
produce 14 sessions (53
practices) including functional
practices, opposed/unopposed
zone play, game situations and
small sided games.
Detail - Gary Curneen 2022
Detail offers a unique insight
into the many levels of depth
and perspective that currently
exist for coaches of the
beautiful game. With almost 2
million listens to the Modern
pressing-soccer-drills

Soccer Coach Podcast, Gary
has spent four years talking to
some of the biggest and
brightest names in the sport.
At the same time, he's been
working at the professional
level and pursuing his own
coaching journey. This book
takes the life of a coach and
goes deeper to question certain
facets and separate theory
from practice. From
development to results and
family to career advice, this
book has everything for a
coach who wants to explore
coaching much deeper than
sessions and games. In a tough
profession, Gary delivers
coaches with perspective that
can help them navigate
through the tough times and
enjoy the good times.
The Science of Soccer Team
Defending - Marcus A.
Dibernardo 2014-02-23
The Science of Soccer Team
Defending covers zonal
defending, zonal pressing,
pressing and key defensive
principles and strategies. The
training sessions are from
some of the top clubs in the
world. The book is literally a
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culmination of the best drills
and information I have
gathered in 20+ years of
coaching soccer. I use every
training session in the book
with my teams; applying the
strategies and principles to all
the formations we use. I am
confident “The Science of
Soccer Team Defending” will
improve your ability to coach
defense.
Pressing- Massimo Lucchesi
2004-03
Massimo Lucchesi has
compiled a comprehensive
overview of one of the most
widely used collective
defensive tactics in modern
soccer: PRESSING. Minimising
the space and time available to
an opponent in possession is
the goal of the pressing game
and if successful will
undoubtedly lead to
counterattack opportunities
and more goals! This book will
explain the tactical concepts of
pressing and offer a number of
exercises to work on the
pressing game in both the
attacking and defensive zones.
Small-Sided and Conditioned
Games in Soccer Training
pressing-soccer-drills

Filipe Manuel Clemente
2016-03-31
This book reviews the general
acute effects and adaptations
of small-sided and conditioned
games (SSCGs) in terms of
physiological responses,
technical performance and
methodology/periodization in
the game of soccer. It also
reviews the many studies
conducted in the past decade
to investigate the influence of
SSCGs on physiological
responses and technical
performance in soccer training.
SSCGs, which are smaller and
adapted versions of formal
team sports, are very popular
training drills for players at all
ability levels and competitive
levels and offer an alternative
to traditional fitness training.
Exploring their role in depth,
this book offers a valuable
resource for academics,
researchers and coaches with
an interest in developing
improved training techniques
for soccer.
Soccer Awareness Age
Group Specific Awareness
Developmental Training Wayne Harrison 2017-05-31
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With this 94 page Book, we are
taking the Soccer Awareness
thinking process to the next
level by identifying what is
relevant at each age group.
That said, you the coach, will
decide perhaps a 9 year old
team can cope with the 11 year
old sessions and perhaps a 12
year old lower level team will
need to use younger age group
session plans. We hope you
enjoy these sessions and as
always our Soccer Awareness
training material is simple to
understand, user friendly and
we try to offer a great attention
to detail. Table of Contents 6
TO 9 YEARS OLD AWARENESS
DEVELOPMENT TRAINING
Clinic 1: Objective: Improving
Basic Dribbling And Awareness
With Lots Of Touches In
Possession Of The Ball Clinic 2:
Awareness Concept
Introduction On The Ball With
Few Touches; Using A One And
Two Touch Maximum
(Example) Clinic 3: Objective:
Encouraging Dribbling And
Turning Through Quick
Transition Play Clinic 4:
Objective: A Fun Awareness
Possession Game For
pressing-soccer-drills

Improving Peripheral Vision 10
TO 11 YEARS OLD
AWARENESS DEVELOPMENT
TRAINING Clinic 5: Objective:
Testing Players Awareness
Clinic 6: Objective: Teaching
Awareness In Three's Or Fours
Developing Movements Off The
Ball To Receive Clinic 7:
Objective: Improving
Awareness Of Spacing And
Movement "Off" The Ball Clinic
8: Objective: Development Of
Awareness And Of Movement
"Off" The Ball 12 TO 13 YEARS
OLD AWARENESS
DEVELOPMENT TRAINING
Clinic 9: Specific Peripheral
Vision Coaching Sessions Clinic
10: Receiving, Turning And
Angled Passing Developing
Awareness On And Off The Ball
Clinic 11: Objective: Switching
Play As A Team Clinic 12:
Objective: Improving One And
Two Touch Play Using The
Awareness Three Team Game
Focusing On Quick Thinking,
Quick And Early Foot
Positioning; Support And
Finishing Clinic 13: Objective:
Pressurizing Game Working On
Attacking Transitions Clinic 14:
Objective: Developing The
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Players Ability To Switch The
Play, Be Aware Of Teammates
And Opponents Positioning;
Before Receiving; And Then
Changing The Point Of Attack
Clinic 15: Using A Non Competitive Numbers "Game"
With Teams Passing In
Sequence To Improve
Awareness On And Off The Ball
(Part One) Clinic 16: Using A
Non - Competitive Numbers
"Game" With Teams Passing In
Sequence To Improve
Awareness On And Off The Ball
(Part Two) Clinic 17: Objective:
A Transition Clinic Developing
The Players Ability To
Recognize The Immediate
Changes From Defense To
Attack And Attack To Defense
And To Act On It Quickly Clinic
18: Changing The Point Of
Attack Through The Directional
Four Goal Switching Play Game
14 TO 18 YEARS OLD
AWARENESS DEVELOPMENT
TRAINING Clinic 19: Objective:
Quick Transition Directional
Play Target Game Developing
Movement Off The Ball Clinic
20: Objective: Teaching
Movement "Off The Ball"
Through The Transition
pressing-soccer-drills

Directional Target Game Clinic
21: Directional Awareness
Training (Part One) Clinic 22:
Directional Awareness Training
Game Situation (Part Two)
Clinic 23: Objective:
Development Of A Finishing
Game Using Two Goals
Increasing The Amount Of
Decisions Able To Be Made
Clinic 24: The Three Team
Awareness One Touch Game
Professional Soccer Passing
Patterns - Marcus A.
Dibernardo 2014-02-08
Maybe you are asking what
exactly is a passing pattern and
how will it make my team
better? Passing patterns are
designed patterns which
players execute in a pre-set
order. The patterns can range
from very simple to very
complex. The 20 Professional
Soccer patterns in the book
can be adjusted to fit many
levels. These are the same
patterns that FC Barcelona and
Bayern Munich FC use in
training. The most important
thing to remember when
training passing patterns is
“The Secret Is In The Details”.
What I mean by details is as
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follows; firmness of the pass,
practice Pep Guardiola's
proper timing and movement of attacking tactics and
the receiving player, proper
implement them into your
body position of the player
training sessions.
receiving the ball, proper
Pep Guardiola - 88 Attacking
technique of the passer and
Combinations and Positional
receiver, eye contact with
Patterns of Play Direct from
receiver before passing the
Pep's Training Sessions ball, using correct passing and
Soccertutor Com 2019-07-11
receiving surface, establishing
This book gives you a rare
a rhythm of play with
opportunity to use Pep
teammates, executing the drill
Guardiola's Practices and learn
at a challenging level and
from one of the best coaches in
always remaining focused. If
the history of football. The 88
you want your team to improve
Attacking Combinations and
their passing ability then this is Attacking Positional Patterns of
the book for you. Pay attention
Play included are taken direct
to the details, make sure the
from Pep Guardiola's training
patterns are trained under the
sessions at Manchester City,
deliberate practice guidelines
Bayern Munich and FC
and keep it fun.
Barcelona.
Pep Guardiola Attacking
Coaching 4-3-3 Tactics - 154
Tactics - Tactical Analysis and
Tactical Solutions and
Sessions from Manchester
Practices - Massimo Lucchesi
City's 4-3-3
- Athanasios Terzis
2019-01-18
2019-05-20
This book is a comprehensive
This book provides a tactical
resource for coaching the 4-3-3
analysis of Pep Guardiola's
formation at all levels. The
4-3-3 Attacking Tactics (56
level of detail will help you
Tactical Situations) which has
emulate how top coaches, such
been used to produce 12 Full
as Pep Guardiola, Maurizio
Training Sessions (70 Practices Sarri and Jürgen Klopp use the
and Variations). You can use
4-3-3 to great success. It will
these ready-made sessions to
enable you to see all the
pressing-soccer-drills
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solutions, in order to optimise
your team's tactical awareness
and performance.
Attacking Soccer - Peter
Schreiner 2013
Soccer fans around the world
adore the offensive style of
play based on fast passing
combinations, spectacular
dribblings, and the art of
beautifully shot goals. The
question regarding this style of
game is how to coach your
team to embrace fast attacking
soccer. How do you shape your
training to cover all the
technical and tactical basics?
Peter ......
Fun Soccer Games for 5 to 8
Year Olds - Keith Boanas 2009
Basic Soccer Drills for Kids Chest Dugger 2022-11-01
Are you looking to take your
kids' soccer game (under 15
years) to the next level? Note:
The author has coached teams
to finals of national
competitions - his teams have
played at St George's Park, the
home of English soccer, twice.
He was invited to be a part of
the expert panel when the
Government re-wrote the
pressing-soccer-drills

curriculum for sport in school
in 2010. He has coached across
wide ages, but his main
experience is ages 8-13, and
within that 9-11. All of the
drills are ones he has used; his
teams were not selective, just
normal school sides. All these
drills can be adapted by a good
coach for any age. Soccer is
the most popular team sport in
the world. It is perfect for kids
to play. It is safe, simple and
the skills required can be easily
acquired. Becoming an expert
player requires high levels of
dedication, natural athleticism
and innate skills. Any girl or
boy can take to the sport and
find enjoyment at their own
level. It is for this reason that
the game is escalating to such
a rapid extent in the US. And it
is why the need for coaches
and players is growing
continuously and rapidly. After
all, who would not turn down
the chance for their kids to
keep physically fit, to allow
their natural competitiveness
to be channelled in an
organized way, to be kept busy
in a manner that is both
productive and worthwhile? In
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addition to this, soccer
develops dexterity, problem
solving, collaboration,
friendship, respect, selfdiscipline, team spirit and
sportsmanship. All of which are
life skills that are best acquired
young. But there is so much to
learn for youngsters who wish
to become soccer players at a
good club level. Shooting,
defending, pressing, passing,
controlling the ball, the laws of
the game (even professionals
struggle at times with the
offside law as do, it sometimes
seems, the referees
themselves). And more
important than all of these,
children must learn about the
spirit of soccer. Fair play and
the sportsmanship mentioned
above. This is especially so for
today's youngsters facing all
the pressures of growing up in
a challenging world driven by
the twin pressures of
consumerism and social media.
Here's What's Included In This
Book: The 7 different kinds of
skills that kids need to learn in
soccer How Ball Control Skills
escalate the level of your kids
soccer game 6 Passing Drills
pressing-soccer-drills

that will improve team
cohesion quickly Offensive
Tips, Tricks and Drills that will
make your team win 6 Drills
that will make your kids get to
defend in numbers and
strength How to get kids to
learn from the pros on TV 6
Drills that will make your kids
get to defend in numbers and
strength 5 Dribbling Tips and
Drills that will make your kid
stand out How the Mental Side
of Soccer will improve your
kids social and life skills What
Parents must do during soccer
practice and games Scroll up
and Download Now
Essential Soccer Skills - DK
2011-02-21
Essential Soccer Skills
progresses from beginner
basics to advanced techniques,
featuring illustrated sequences
on how to learn and master key
skills, and tips on how to
improve your overall form.
Essential Soccer Skills covers
everything from the basics and
rules of the game to the types
of players--goalkeepers,
defenders, midfielders,
attackers--to skills and team
tactics like stepovers, heading,
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and volleying. Essential Soccer
Skills is the go-to guide for
anyone interested in learning
more about soccer and
becoming a better player.
Developing a Guardiola
Approach - Thefootballcoach
2021-07-13
Since its release, this really has
become one of the most
popular coaching books in the
world. The book looks to
provide insight into the work of
Pep Guardiola, the book looks
through a six-week mesocycle
and how the sessions might be
delivered, and what might be
delivered within this specific
block. The amount of detail
within these sessions will
provide coaches with a 6-week
opportunity to train players to
play a more positional based
practice, with a much greater
understanding of how to keep
possession, and how to attack
through positional dominance.
The book does however provide
great detail in how to
successfully defend whilst
using a Guardiola-like game
model. It also shows how the
positional dominance of
Guardiola's teams actually
pressing-soccer-drills

allows them to be successful
both with and without the ball.
The sessions should provide
more detail than any book has
ever provided before, as well
as expose some myths as to
how positional play can be
developed.
Training Sessions for Soccer
Coaches Book 1 - Chris King
2020-01-20
This book is for soccer coaches
who want to improve their
training sessions. The drills in
this book are explained step by
step and include diagrams.
They will have you running a
quality training session in no
time. The drills are aimed at
senior players (but they can be
adjusted for juniors aged
approximately 13 years and
up).These training session have
been chosen because they work
in real life, not just in a book. I
have played and coached for
over 30 years and I ran these
sessions last season (2019).
These drills will bring
improvement and better results
to you and your team. These
drills are 100% on the ball so
they improve endurance,
technique, and tactics all at the
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same time plus you'll see your
players enjoying the sessions
more. If you're a new coach, or
you're simply a coach that
hasn't had the time to work on
your sessions, this book will
improve you immensely. Game
day results start on the training
track and if the coach doesn't
have a good training session
planned, the players won't
improve and will lose
motivation. Most drills can be
adjusted to suit the number of
players you have at your
session. I understand that on
any night player numbers vary,
so most of these drills are
adjustable for more or less
players.I've completed
coaching courses and coached
senior mens teams, ladies,
youth and junior teams. The
advice and drills in this book
will get you up and running
straight away. Don't jump on
YouTube an hour before
training looking for a fancy
drill - simply choose a session
from this book, follow the step
by step guides and you will see
your sessions and coaching
ability improve straight away
(plus you'll enjoy coaching
pressing-soccer-drills

more!)."Training Sessions for
Soccer Coaches - Book 1" lays
out full training sessions that
will improve different parts of
your teams game. It walks you
through what to do when from
the warm up to the warm down
and all the drills in
between.The drills focus on one
main aspect per session and
you are given three different
drills per session that build on
each other. In this, my first
soccer coaching book, you will
learn how to run drills for
these four key components of
the game: Playing Out From
The BackPressingMidfield
PlaySupporting The Attack.
You'll also find general advice
on things that help your
session run smoother which
will give you confidence as a
coach
Seven Seconds Or Less- Jack
McCallum 2007-05
An award-winning Sports
Illustrated writer recounts the
championship 2005-2006
season with the popular NBA
team, describing their
revitalization of team play
strategies, the contributions of
such figures as Steve Nash and
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Mike D'Antoni, and the injuries
and controversies that
challenged their efforts.
Reprint. 50,000 first printing.
Developing Pressing
Behaviours - Thefootballcoach
2022-01-19
Over the last fifteen years,
pressing has become an
extremely important part of the
professional game. This book
looks through the journey of
pressing through the last forty
years and how different
coaches have influenced
pressing for the next
generation. The book also
includes lots of sessions on
how to develop pressing with
multiple age groups and
abilities. The sessions include
tactical detail, as well and
technical and physical
information. These session
combined with the tactical
analysis implemented in this
book, will allow for the
development of any coaches
understanding and confidence
in delivery pressing sessions
Gegenpressing - Counter
Pressing Made Simple Marcus Dibernardo 2016-04-24
Gerard Houllier the former
pressing-soccer-drills

Liverpool, PSG and Lyon
Manager said, "The important
moment in the game today is
when the ball is won or lost."
Gegenpressing means to
pressure the ball the instant
possession is lost, with the
intent of launching a quick
counter attack when
possession is regained. It is
different then ordinary
pressing where play is always
directed into pre-determined
pressing areas of the field.
Gegenpressing is literally a
swarm of intense high-energy
players immediately trying to
win the ball back after
possession is lost, in most
cases this is carried out high
up the field. The idea behind
this type of counter pressing is
to force the opposition into
hurried decisions and
inaccurate passes, coupled
with a heavy psychological
pressure on the player in
possession. This book provides
insight into Jurgen Klopps
Gegenpressing tactics along
with training exercises that
teach Gegenpressing.
Soccer. Pressing just after ball
loss- Manuel Jesús Crespo
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García
In the creation or development
of the game models devised by
the coaches, one of the options
that can be taken is the
pressing just after losing the
ball. This type of pressure or
this moment in which it is
“decided” to press, is usually
identified with teams that want
to take the initiative in the
game with the ball, and who try
to recover the ball as soon as
possible. We can say that the
"pressing just after losing" is a
way to face, as a team, the
moment when we lose the ball
and it is still in play, being able
to be carried out by all the
players, by a group of them or
by a single player, depending
on the game strategy and on
the team's game model, and
according to the objectives we
want to achieve with it. It is
closely related to the attackdefense transition. The
pressure after loss can also be
selective in terms of the places
or times in which to carry it
out, depending on the game
model and the structures used
by one team or another. There
may be a team that always
pressing-soccer-drills

faces loss with a defensive
fallback and only performs
"pressing just after losing" if
the loss occurs at the
beginning of the play from
their own box and with the
team deployed, for example.
Basic Soccer Drills for Kids Chest Dugger 2022-11-01
Are you looking to take your
kids' soccer game (under 15
years) to the next level? Note:
The author has coached teams
to finals of national
competitions - his teams have
played at St George's Park, the
home of English soccer, twice.
He was invited to be a part of
the expert panel when the
Government re-wrote the
curriculum for sport in school
in 2010. He has coached across
wide ages, but his main
experience is ages 8-13, and
within that 9-11. All of the
drills are ones he has used; his
teams were not selective, just
normal school sides. All these
drills can be adapted by a good
coach for any age. Soccer is
the most popular team sport in
the world. It is perfect for kids
to play. It is safe, simple and
the skills required can be easily
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acquired. Becoming an expert
player requires high levels of
dedication, natural athleticism
and innate skills. Any girl or
boy can take to the sport and
find enjoyment at their own
level. It is for this reason that
the game is escalating to such
a rapid extent in the US. And it
is why the need for coaches
and players is growing
continuously and rapidly. After
all, who would not turn down
the chance for their kids to
keep physically fit, to allow
their natural competitiveness
to be channelled in an
organized way, to be kept busy
in a manner that is both
productive and worthwhile? In
addition to this, soccer
develops dexterity, problem
solving, collaboration,
friendship, respect, selfdiscipline, team spirit and
sportsmanship. All of which are
life skills that are best acquired
young. But there is so much to
learn for youngsters who wish
to become soccer players at a
good club level. Shooting,
defending, pressing, passing,
controlling the ball, the laws of
the game (even professionals
pressing-soccer-drills

struggle at times with the
offside law as do, it sometimes
seems, the referees
themselves). And more
important than all of these,
children must learn about the
spirit of soccer. Fair play and
the sportsmanship mentioned
above. This is especially so for
today's youngsters facing all
the pressures of growing up in
a challenging world driven by
the twin pressures of
consumerism and social media.
Here's What's Included In This
Book: The 7 different kinds of
skills that kids need to learn in
soccer How Ball Control Skills
escalate the level of your kids
soccer game 6 Passing Drills
that will improve team
cohesion quickly Offensive
Tips, Tricks and Drills that will
make your team win 6 Drills
that will make your kids get to
defend in numbers and
strength How to get kids to
learn from the pros on TV 6
Drills that will make your kids
get to defend in numbers and
strength 5 Dribbling Tips and
Drills that will make your kid
stand out How the Mental Side
of Soccer will improve your
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kids social and life skills What
Parents must do during soccer
practice and games Scroll up
and Download Now
Coaching 3-5-2 Tactics - 125
Tactical Solutions &
Practices - Renato Montagnolo
2020-02-07
This book is a comprehensive
resource for coaching the 3-5-2
formation at all levels. The
level of detail and tactical
solutions included will help you
emulate how top coaches, such
as Antonio Conte (Inter) and
Nuno Espírito Santo
(Wolverhampton Wanderers),
use the 3-5-2 to great success.
This book goes into great detail
to show the movement of all
players within the 3-5-2 system
of play in various tactical
situations and against different
formations, in the attacking
and defensive phase. This will
enable you to optimise your
team's tactical awareness and
performance. Tactical solutions
are provided for all game
situations, in relation to how to
counteract the opponent's
positioning, organisation and
decision making. This book will
teach you to coordinate and
pressing-soccer-drills

solve specific game situations
in a flexible way with many
different options and tactical
solutions. As a coach, you can
train these patterns of play
repetitively, so that the players'
reading of the game becomes
automatic and the team is
quickly able to recognise and
find the best solutions to solve
every conceivable tactical
situation. This book includes:
Tactical Strengths and
Weaknesses of the 3-5-2
Formation 3-5-2 Tactics
Against Different Formations
(4-4-2, 4-2-3-1, 4-3-3, 4-3-1-2,
3-5-2 and 3-4-3) Overcoming
the First Line of Pressing
(Build-up Play from the Back)
Moving the Ball in Between the
Opposition's Midfield and
Defensive Lines Playing in
Behind the Opposition's
Defensive Line Defensive
Organisation and Pressing
Organisation of the Defensive
Line 41 Practices and
Variations to Apply Tactical
Solutions with the 3-5-2 Renato
Montagnolo has a UEFA 'B'
Coaching Licence and a
Patentino Match Analyst
Licence. He has been working
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as a First Team Assistant
Manager and Match Analyst for
the past few years in Serie C in
Italy. With experience of
writing books and articles,
speaking and teaching, Renato
is a respected football tactics
expert.
Coaching the 4- 4- 2 - Floriano
Marziali 2002-04
This book from Italy covers
every aspect of coaching the
4:4:2 in great detail. Clear,
precise diagrams take you
through every step. The Flat
Back Four, Zonal Defense,
Double Teaming, Developing
and Maintaining Shape,
Attacking as a Compact Unit,
Pattern Play, Overlapping, Use
of Width, and Pressing are just
a few of the topics covered.
Plus 19 Attacking Schemes.
Dutch Soccer Secrets - Peter
Hyballa 2011-09-15
What is the secret of Dutch
Soccer? How can a nation of
about 16 million inhabitants
regularly produce world-class
players like Cruyff, Haan, van
Basten, Rijkaard, van
Nistelrooy, van der Sar, van
Bommel, Robben and van
Persie, as well as world-class
pressing-soccer-drills

coaches like Michels, Cruyff,
Beenakker, Advocaat, Stevens
and van Marwijk? What lies
behind the successes of Ajax
Amsterdam, of Louis van Gaal
and of Dutch soccer manager
Guus Hiddink? This book is a
first attempt to present expert
knowledge of internationally
proven useful and effective
Dutch soccer coaching in
theory and practice, based on
qualitative data collection. The
authors outline the theory and
practice of the "typical" and
sometimes unique Dutch
content, methods, organization
forms and elements of
educational knowledge,
including the training
philosophy of the KNVB (Royal
Dutch Soccer Federation),
selected Eredivisie and
internationally renowned Dutch
soccer coaches; unique
technique training content and
methods (Coerver,
Meulensteen and Frans Hoek
Methods) and tactics training
(position play and pressing
forward); innovative forms of
play and testing for soccerspecific conditioning training;
the new Ajax coaching model
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"Heroes of the Future" and
interviews.
Tactical Periodization - A
Proven Successful Training
Model - Juan Luis Delgado
Bordonau Phd 2018-07-16
In this book, you'll learn how to
use Tactical Periodization to
train your players at the
correct intensity for each day
of the week, making sure they
are always prepared tactically,
mentally and physically for
competitive matches. Your
players (and team) will react
quicker, be sharper, and make
better decisions in all tactical
situations.
Conditioning for Soccer Raymond Verheijen 1998
A complete guide to developing
every aspect of conditioning for
soccer players. Europe's top
soccer conditioning experts
contributed the following
chapters: Soccer Strength
Training, Soccer Specific
Endurance Training, Speed
Training for Soccer, PreSeason Conditioning,
Goalkeeper Training, Fitness
Testing and Injury Prevention.
Marcelo Bielsa - Coaching
Build Up Play Against High
pressing-soccer-drills

Pressing Teams- Athanasios
Terzis 2017-06-30
The book includes Marcelo
Bielsa's tactics (and playing
philosophy) for building up play
from the back against high
pressing teams with a full
analysis of his 4-2-3-1, 3-3-3-1
and 3-4-3 formations with
extensive analysis of Marcelo
Bielsa in 9 different tactical
situations, supported with 9
full training sessions (35
practices).
Goalkeeper Training Program 120 Drills to Produce Top Class
Goalkeepers - Maarten Arts
2019-03-29
Maarten Arts (UEFA A
Coaching Licence) has many
years of coaching experience at
the elite level all around the
world and has created a full
blueprint of 120 Drills to
produce top class goalkeepers.
This training program has
proved to create better, all
round goalkeepers at every
level, from juniors up to toplevel international goalkeepers.
This book shows you how to
develop goalkeepers with
specific drills, but it will also
inspire you to create your own
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drills in the image of this
program. Included with each
drill, there are detailed
coaching points which are
essential to develop
goalkeepers in the best way.
This book focuses on the
fundamental technical skills
needed to become a top class
goalkeeper and includes
chapters "Drills with Outfield
Players" and "Goalkeeper
Games" to show you how to use
these skills in situations similar
to a match. Each of the 12
chapters in this book includes
10 Drills on a specific
goalkeeping technique or topic:
1. CATCHING 2. FALLING 3.
DIVING 4. PUNCHING 5.
PARRYING 6. HIGH BALLS 7.
ONE V ONE 8. TECHNICAL
SKILLS WITH THE FEET 9.
FOOTWORK 10.
DISTRIBUTION 11. DRILLS
WITH OUTFIELD PLAYERS 12.
GOALKEEPER GAMES
Maarten Arts UEFA A
Coaching Licence Royal Union
Saint Gilloise (Belgium)
Goalkeeping Coach (2018 Present) Al Wahda (Abu Dhabi)
Head Goalkeeping Coach (2017
- 2018) Wadi Degla FC (Egypt)
pressing-soccer-drills

Head Goalkeeping Coach (2015
- 2017) Lierse SK (Belgium)
Goalkeeping Coach (2014 2015) Saudi Arabia National
Team Goalkeeping Coach
(2013 - 2014) Umm Salal
(Qatar) Goalkeeping Coach
(2010 - 2013) FC Utrecht
Goalkeeping Coach (1998 2009) "I wish you all great
success in your careers and I
hope the drills in this book will
help make your goalkeepers
TOP Class." - Maarteen Arts
German Soccer Passing
Drills - Peter Hyballa
2015-08-15
Train like the World
Champions! Over the past few
years, a new trend has become
ever more prominent in the
soccer world: passing often,
fast, and including all players
in the game. Combining this
with their own personal style,
we have seen teams reach new
heights of success from FC
Barcelona to Bayern Munich
and Borussia Dortmund and,
most recently, the German
National Team at the 2014
World Cup in Brazil. But what
does it take to learn this ‘art’ of
passing? What are the
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methodological and technical
requirements for becoming the
new Schweinsteiger, Messi, or
Neuer? In this book, the only of
its kind, two German League
certified coaches have created
the ultimate guide to passing.
Using the “Hyballa-te PoelPassing-Puzzle,” they present
every type of pass there is in
modern soccer, with lots of
drills for each type. From the
goalkeeper to the center
forward, everyone can learn
passing with these exercises.
Coaching the Juventus 3-5-2
- Tactical Analysis and
Sessions - Athanasios Terzis
2016-02-26
Juventus are the most
successful team using the 3-5-2
formation in modern football.
Juve have won 4 consecutive
Serie A league titles including
an unbeaten run of 49 games, 1
Coppa Italia and reached the
Champions League final in
2014. Juventus are a very
successful attacking team that
focus on exploiting their
numerical advantage at the
back, patient build up play,
pushing many players into
advanced positions and finally
pressing-soccer-drills

creating and exploiting space
in behind the defensive line.
Athanasios Terzis is a
successful author of some of
the best-selling Football
Coaching books, most notably
with 'Jurgen Klopp's Attacking
and Defending Tactics' and 'FC
Barcelona Training Sessions'
which won the Italian FA
Award for "Best Coaching
Book" in 2014. In this book the
popular author presents a full
and extensive analysis of the
Juventus 3-5-2 formation
during the 2013-14 season.
This tactical blueprint is clearly
presented with supporting
diagrams and detailed
descriptions of the attacking
phase, the transition from
attack to defence and the
transition from defence to
attack which enable you to
discover exactly how Juventus
played in these phases of the
game, providing the
positioning and movement of
the players in all possible game
situations. This detailed
analysis has been used to
produce 21 full training
sessions (60 practices)
including functional practices,
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opposed/unopposed zone play,
transition games, game
situations and small sided
games. This will enable you to
coach your team to attack like
one of the most successful
teams in Europe.
Developing Skill 2 - Peter
Prickett 2019-12-03
Developing Skill 2: A Guide to
3v3 Soccer Coaching outlines
how you can use and
incorporate the 3v3 method
into your training and provides
more than 85 ready-to-use,
illustrated practices. It also
details how best to run warmups, how to work with different
pitch sizes and shapes, and
much more.
Diego Simeone Defending
Tactics - Tactical Analysis
and Sessions from Atlético
Madrid's 4-4-2 - Athanasios
Terzis 2020-07-09
This book provides a full
tactical analysis of Diego
Simeone's 4-4-2 Defending
Tactics (123 Tactical
Situations) for you the coach to
learn from one of the best
defensive coaches in the world.
Learn to how to Defend "from
one of the best coaches in the
pressing-soccer-drills

world" with 47 Practices &
Variations based on 123
Tactical Situations from
Atlético Madrid's 4-4-2
Athanasios Terzis is a UEFA 'A'
Licence Coach and has used
this analysis of Atlético
Madrid's tactics to produce 47
Practices and Variations. You
can use these ready-made
sessions to practice Diego
Simeone's defending tactics
and implement them into your
training sessions. Tactical
organisation is the key to
Atlético Madrid's success
during Diego Simeone's reign.
He has built a winning culture
of commitment, passion,
aggressiveness and
commitment, and a winning
game plan based on excellent
defensive organisation. They
are extremely difficult to break
down, even by the top
attacking sides, like Barcelona,
Real Madrid and Liverpool, and
have consistently been one of
the toughest teams to play
against in the whole of Europe.
Diego Simeone's Atlético
Madrid have used these
defending tactics to achieve
great success when competing
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against teams with far greater
resources. These are some
examples of their incredible
success against all odds: La
Liga Winners (2014) UEFA
Champions League Runners-up
(2014 + 2016) UEFA Europa
League Winners (2012 + 2014)
UEFA Super Cup Winners
(2012 + 2018) Copa Del Rey
(2013) Fewest Goals Conceded
in La Liga (2012-2013,
2013-2014, 2015-2016,
2016-2017, 2017-2018,
2018-2019) Most Clean Sheets
in La Liga (2012-2013,
2013-2014, 2015-2016,
2016-2017, 2017-2018,
2018-2019) Tactical Analysis
and Session/Practice Topic
Examples: How the Centre
Backs Defend the Forwards'
Movements Rear Block's
Positioning and Movements to
Control Wide Areas Pressing
High Up the Pitch (from the
Goalkeeper) Positioning of the
Forwards to Prepare for
Counter Attacks CounterPressing After Losing
Possession During Combination
Play Practice Examples:
Defensive Line Controlling
Gaps Between Centre Backs
pressing-soccer-drills

and Full Backs Rear Block's
Defensive Reactions After Wide
Players Receive Controlling
Wide Areas with the Rear Block
in a Functional Practice
Compact Midfield Line
Blocking Through Passes in a
Functional Game Negative
Transition After Losing
Possession in a Conditioned
Game
Fc Barcelona - a Tactical
Analysis - Terzis Athanasios
2012-02
FC Barcelona: A Tactical
Analysis - Defending A Team
from Another Planet! A Tactical
Blue-Print of Pep Guardiola's
Barcelona Team This book is an
exclusive and groundbreaking
study of Pep Guardiola's
Barcelona team. This
information and analysis of one
of the most successful club
sides in history has been in
high demand and it is finally
here! The defensive part of
Barcelona's game does not get
enough attention, but is
integral to their philosophy and
all their superior style of play.
The main elements of their
tactics include pressure high
up the pitch, winning the ball
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back quickly, maintaining a
numerical advantage around
the ball zone and pushing their
opponents wide to limit their
space. We can now see a full
analysis of Barcelona's
defensive tactics which have
been so important to their
success. The book shows
Barca's 4-3-3 system of play,
each player's responsibilities,
positioning and movement
within every possible phase of
play. Terzis Athanasios is a
Tactical Professor of Football
and has compiled an extensive
assessment of Barcelona's
attacking play after over 1000
hours of studying all the games
from the 2010-11 season.
Guardiola's team has won 3 La
Liga championships, 2 UEFA
Champions Leagues, 4 Spanish
Cups, 2 Super Cups, and 2
FIFA World Club World Cups.
The book starts with the
characteristics of the players
and the philosophy of
Barcelona and builds into a
comprehensive overview of the
defensive tactics employed
with clear diagrams and
detailed descriptions. Included:
- Strategies used to counter
pressing-soccer-drills

specific formations (the 4-4-2,
4-2-3-1, 4-3-2-1, 5-3-2 and the
4-3-2-1). - Assessments of
specific phases of play (central
zone, near the side-lines and
set plays). - Pressure, cover
and support from front, middle
and defensive zones Preventing and limiting
opposition space - Defending
from set-pieces - Plus a lot
more - SEE FULL BOOK
CONTENTS BELOW This gives
football coaches an
unbelievable chance to learn
how Barcelona play and adapt
their tactics to combat any
team they play. Their defensive
work is so important to their
success and allows them to be
such a strong attacking force.
64 Small Sided Soccer
Games - Michael Beale
2008-01-23
Developing Klopp's
Attacking Football Thefootballcoach 2021-06-22
Unused Unused Unused
Unused Unused Unused
Unused Unused Unused
Unused
Coaching Transition Play - Full
Sessions from the Tactics of
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Simeone, Guardiola, Klopp,
Mourinho & Ranieri - Michail
Tsokaktsidis 2017-02-10
This book provides analysis of
Simeone, Guardiola, Klopp,
Mourinho and Ranieri's tactics.
Michail Tsokaktsidis is a UEFA
'A' licence coach and has used
this analysis to produce 23 full
sessions (98 practices)
including transition games,
game situations and small
sided games.
Transitional Finishing
Practices - Thefootball Coach
2021-03-25
A detailed book showing a
modern approach to developing
strikers and attacking players.
For coaches of an standard or
level, this will revolutionise
your approach to working with
attacking players
Rondo Soccer Drills - Chest
Dugger
Have you wondered how Pep
Guardiola's teams have
dominated European leagues
for the last two decades?Not
only is the answer simple; it's
something that you can use to
take your game and your
team's game leagues above
your opposition... The key to
pressing-soccer-drills

Pep's success at Barcelona and
Manchester City is the Rondo.
Rondos have transformed
modern football. Not only have
Rondos helped Pep dominate
European football, they've
helped turn the Spanish
national team into the best in
the world. The system behind
Rondos was the beating heart
of the brilliant Barcelona
teams, which dominated
Europe for a decade from
2005. They made soccer even
more exciting to watch,
improving players' technical
ability and creating a proper,
total football (in the European
sense) game. Their approach
was reminiscent of the
fantastic Ajax team of the
1970s and the great Dutch
teams of that era. They led to
the excitement of the high
press and the thrilling soccer,
which follows when the press is
defeated. They proved the
benefit of technique over
physical prowess. So, what is
this miracle of the training
pitch which has so transformed
the game of soccer? The beauty
of the rondo is its simplicity. It
is a drill where the objective is
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to retain possession. As rondo
drills become more complex,
this aim might develop. It
might be about keeping
possession in transition or
maintaining possession to
create a goal-scoring
opportunity. However, at its
heart is the objective of one
side keeping hold of the ball. A
second key element of a rondo
is that the sides are uneven.
One team has extra players. It
can take a form as exaggerated
as 10 v 1, or as close as 5 v 4.
However, the point is that
some pressure is applied, but
not so much as to make the
drill difficult to perfect. Thus,
confidence grows, and in turn,
touch and vision. A rondo is
usually a drill that takes place
in a limited space; typically a
circle, square or rectangular
grid. Thus first and second
touches are perfected because
there is not much time to take
many touches. Finally, and
crucially, rondos are drills that
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are fast and fun. They involve
lots of touches for the players
in possession and a real sense
of achievement on the rare
occasions that the smaller side
actually wins back the ball. So
simple. Yet so effective. This
coaching book celebrates the
rondo and offers drills, tactics,
and coaching techniques to
help soccer players at any
level, from the unbounded
enthusiasm of Under 6s to the
worldly view of veteran teams.
From the pub side who turn out
on a Sunday morning, cooked
breakfast weighing heavily on
their hangover-infused
stomachs to the champion
youth team of the region. We
can all improve as coaches and
players. The rondo is the
system that enables progress
to happen more quickly and
efficiently than any other
soccer coaching strategy. Even
if you haven't heard of Rondos
before, you'll gain a lot from
this book. Order Now......
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